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1. To find out, they had 57 young adults spend /
spending  five minutes before bed writing either a to-
do list for the days ahead or a list of tasks they'd
finished over the past few days. vnv

2. Wherever there is a bubble or crack, the atoms
have fewer neighboring atoms to hold them in place
and with which to share the force, and so these
atoms are more prone to being / having  ripped
from position. n_being_pp

3. The percentage of respondents who considered
"Trendy makeup style" in their choice of cosmetics
brands was the highest for Korean brands, follow /
followed / following  by European and Japanese
brands. s_p_p_n

4. Any one of our most fanciful dreams might with
equal force command our present efforts, unless we
insist that our notions of what ought to be is / are
somehow related to present realities. n_are

5. Wherever there is a bubble or crack, the atoms
have fewer neighboring / neighbor / neighbored
atoms to hold them in place and with which to share
the force, and so these atoms are more prone to
being ripped from position. n_ing_n

6. The owner liked Phillip and introduced him to
several people who were obviously interested /
interesting  in his hobby. boonsa_p

7. Although photocopiers are made for easy use by
anyone, their complicated features and interfaces
can make them frustrating / frustrated . boonsa_ing

8. Statistically it doesn't, but this approach to learn /
learning / learned  does do one thing to_ing

9. Much of the confusion and disorientation in
contemporary ethics may be traced to just this
refusal to recognize that ethics, no less than physics,
is / are  concerned with actually existent situations

and with energies that cause clearly demonstrable
effects. ns_is

10. After seeing the frightened looks on the children's
faces and feeling the aftermath of the hurricane
what / that  just overtook her, she drives to the

movies in a state of shock and disbelief. n_that_n

11. We have found over the past few years that text
messages are the most reliable form of
communication, so we are asking for your
permission contact / to contact / contacting  your
child. vnto

12. This child engaging / engage / engaged  in a
behavior of producing a certain pattern of sounds
that resulted in his mother bringing him an apple.
n_p_p



13. Such evidence is itself problematic, however,
because sufficiently detail / detailed / detailing
environmental reconstructions to pinpoint the specific
location of a river course or the nearest pool of
standing water are difficult for the earliest periods of
prehistory. adconj_p

14. In the first place, our opinion of what ought to be
lacks authority if it ignores that / what  already
exists. n_what_n

15. People gathered around might discover, in the
documents came / coming / come  off the machine,
the write-up of a colleague's project that's relevant to
their own work, or a new company policy that might
affect them. n_ing_p

16. While we lack any direct archaeological evidence
for such water carrying, it is implied by the remains of
camping or activity sites found in locations distant /
distantly  from water sources. vna2

17. An approach based on critical theory calls into
question the idea that objectivity is desirable or even
possibly / possible . ad_adj_end

18. Whenever a material experiences mechanical
stress, it / which / where  might be caused by
anything from being clinked against another glass to
being dropped accidentally on the floor, it absorbs
the force by dispersing it from atom to atom,
reducing the total force that each individual atom has
to absorb. com_which

19. However, newspapers could be posted free /
freely  of charge, and this provided a loophole for
thrifty Victorians. bepa

20. When they did, he would say nice things about
Phillip,  / in  which in turn would form a filter
through which the other customers would view
Phillip. n_which_n

21. For example, requirements that children is / be
vaccinated before they attend school played a
central role in reducing occurrence of vaccine-
preventable diseases. n_be

22. Even though the first successful appendectomy
was said to have been performed by a British army
surgeon in 1735, where / which / it  wasn't until the
1880s that the procedure was described in medical
journals and taught in medical schools. adconj_com_it

23. With a bit of unbiasing / unbias / unbiased
examination of our motives, it is hard to deny that we
have a strong bias toward our individual interests.
prep_p

24. He had lived his entire life in small towns but
suddenly found himself in a big city, where / which /
it  making friends seemed like a challenge. n_where_n
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